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About This Game

RESILIENCE WAVE SURVIVAL 2.0 COMPLETELY REMADE FROM SCRATCH

Resilience: Wave Survival is a physics based endless wave survival shooter set in an abandoned village, being taken over by
Alien Invaders, Zombies & Robots.

Explore to search for guns and ammo to help defeat the enemies, better find food and water too if you want to survive for
longer. Beware of the Tripods stalking the lands.

GAME MODES INCLUDE!
[] WAVE

[] GUN GAME
[] DEAD IN 5
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[] SURVIVAL

Key Features!
[] DAY / NIGHT CYCLE

[] WEATHER
[] LIMB BASE DAMAGE

[] HUNGER / THIRST
[] SURVIVAL MODE: BUILD / CRAFT / SURVIVE

[] TERRAIN GENERATION WITH SEEDS [SURVIVAL MODE]
[] WAVE

[] GUNGAME
[] 5 MAPS [MORE WILL BE ADDED IN FUTURE UPDATES]

[] CUSTOMISABLE WEAPONS
[] IN-GAME CUSTOMISE WEAPONS

[] THIRD PERSON MODE
[] SWIMMING
[] INVENTORY

[] XP
[] ACHIEVEMENTS

[] PLAYER ABILITIES / STATS [CAN BE UPGRADED]
[] EARN AND SPEND CREDITS

[] LOOT
[] SLO MO MODE

[] ALL NEW AI AND BRAND NEW MODELS
[] SCORING WITH MULTIPLE HIGHSCORES

[] TEST RANGE
[] FREE ROAM MODE

[] PARTIAL XBOX CONTROLLER COMPATIBLE
[] IN-GAME CUSTOMISABLE INPUTS

[] CRAFTING
[] HARVESTING

[] BUILDING

........................................................................
b]Weapons In-Game![/b]

Completely made by one person.
2.0 has been completely remade from scratch. Legacy version can still be played thru the 'Legacy Branch'!

All Future Content / DLC will be FREE.
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Title: Resilience Wave Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Jimbob Games
Publisher:
Jimbob Games
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: SM5.0 (DX11) 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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i think this game has great potential and i think if they add freeplay it would greatly improve the game. right now i would not
buy it as after story wich lasts 2-3 hrs depending on your play style there is not much to do but replay old missions from story.
This game would be worth 10/10 if it had freeplay i feel as of now it is 5/10 it feels incomplete since the story is so short and
there is no freeplay.

currently 5/10 if they add freeplay 10/10 worth a buy ? depends if freeplay is added if not i recomend you watch it on you tube
since you will have just as fun an experience and you save $20.

I recomend TheNorthernAlex for a great play through of the game and other firefighting playthroughs.. If you like games like
Mario, Kirby, Sonic, etc,. etc., this game is perfect for you. It combines a lot of elements from those games and into this indie
package that is so orginail. I love to play it, not just for YouTube, but in my spare time as well. And it runs perfectly on most
systems. Would recommend to friends and family.

I would like to see the game get updated soon or a another installement into the series where they add an easier level editor and
LAN\/online multiplayer.. Zen Bound is a great game to relax with - the puzzles are never so frustrating as to lose the sense of
serenity the game engenders. Its worth a look, at least. I, for one, really enjoy it (even though Syeam reset my achievements and
play time on it for some reason).. \\m\/ BRUTAL \\m\/. The reason why SHOULDN'T buy this game because:

1. This is really hardcore and overrated
2. Once you get through the hole, everything is glitchy and buggy and hard to see.
3. When you are at the bottom at the map there is literally nothing.
4.It is really boring

This is the THOWI method.
if you have bought it already, there is NO getting money back.. I just bought this game because it was reccomended to me as an
online multiplayer. There's not a single person online. refund please.. Trust Me Mobile Wallpaper in this deluxe pack is
*WORTH IT*
if you know what i'm mean....( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
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Super enjoyable since I've missed some good old point and click games! I had even went to find an old copy of Discworld to get
my kick and then I found this. Wish it was longer or part of a series, but all in all a really great game and a moderate level of
difficulty!. Is this as good as Tetris: No. Is this as good as Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean Machine: Nope. Is this good enough
to merit 3-4 dollars? I suppose.

While Anode immediately conjures images of Tetris, it is fairly distant. Yes the blocks drop faster and faster, and you must
arrange them in particular ways to clear space, but that is where the comparison ends. Overall, it feels a bit forced - let me
explain through a set of Pros and Cons.

Cons:
-In Tetris you need to pack the blocks in as close as possible to clear lines - this is not the case here, because its not lines that
move you forward - it is connections (whether they are diaganol, horizontal, or vertical). This gives the Tetris illusion, but
really there are different dynamics at play.
-Being colorblind, it is very difficult to tell between green and yellow - there is no reason why this cannot be fixed. This also
applies to the 'wildcard' glowy block\/diamond. All of the ones that shine are not easy to tell what it is in a quick situation.
-There is very little innovation here, the items are totally uncreative (ie. 'clears half green blocks') and were probably
something that could have been dreampt up on the spot. They also are not really fun - you just use them when you are in
trouble, more-or-less.
-Stock controls could have been better thought out (arrow up for rotate one way, right shift to rotate the other?)
-Graphics are fairly poor and look dated

Pros:
+Local co-op
+Leaderboards
+Achievements, I suppose

It took me many hours to appreciate Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean Machine (Tetris was almost instant), so maybe I just need to
play more of this. I will give it more time, especially with co-op, but at this point I have played enough to tell you that it is no
rare gem. You get what you see in the trailer, and playing it is not really much better than it looks.

Peace,. This game is quite fun for being in early access and I would say it's quite worth the money.

Pros:
-The game has a very good tutorial, which makes it easy to learn
-It has a pretty fun campaign
-The multiplayer is also quite fun and even more fun if you play with a friend.
-No lag \/ connection issues in multiplayer so far

Cons:
-You can't type whatever you'd like to say in multiplayer. (There's a box where you choose phrases to say)

That's pretty much the only con I've found so far.

. What could have been a really engaging story, with decent puzzles to keep the player engaged and provide a sense of
participation\/accomplishment, is unfortunately let down rather badly by poor game mechanics and puzzle choices. It is
generally not possible to progress from an area until you have discovered every single clue there is, which is fair, but in that
case those clues should be easier to find (with the difficulty resting on the subsequent puzzles and deductions). What this
game does is leave the player furiously scrabbling for walkthroughs, or in my case, several walkthroughs, to find the answers
to puzzles that are not just hard, but outright nonsensical. In one case, every walkthrough I have found simply gave up and
brute-forced the answer through repeat tries.

Unfortunately this all culminated in a stealth scene that, if failed, fails the entire game (which is a bit steep for a game
without autosaves, didn't I mention? SAVE OFTEN!). Maybe it was the conversion to newer systems with expanded graphics,
but character movements glitch through, over and behind objects, and this seems to have disrupted the mechanics of that
scene, making it impossible to succeed, even when following walkthroughs to the letter. As such, the game was unplayable
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beyond that point, which I am told is about halfway through.

So unless you see indications that these problems have been fixed, save yourself the expense... and the pain of an endlessly
looping soundtrack as Holmes combs every square inch of every level with his magnifying glass, seeking THAT one final
clue.

Elementary, my dear Watson. Don't buy it!. The concept is good, and I'm learning a little bit, but what a disorganized mess
of programming!

Sometimes you have to ignore the instruments and follow the green arrow, or the mission fails.
Sometimes you have to ignore the green arrow and follow the instruments, or the mission fails.
Sometimes the instructor tells you what to do at the next checkpoint, sometimes he's silent and you have to guess if you've
reached a checkpoint or not.
Sometimes out of the blue, a computerized voice randomly declares that the mission has failed.

This needs to be completely reworked. It's a mess.

Oh, and you have to go to the forums to find out where they've buried the literature. Don't bother looking at the manual on
the purchase page. All the links are broken.

If you want to learn about instrument flying and are prepared to take some punishment from the developers, the manuals
can be found here:

C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\FSX\\DLC\\379554\\FS Academy\\On Instruments. Can this game
infect your life?

This game got me into diseases and pandemics, I can't look at sicknesses the same way because of this game. It's really
addictive, fun, and compelling, even more with custom scenarios (though that depends on which one you're playing). I got the
iOs version after I got this one, and I will say, I'll play this version over that one anyday.

USA \/ 10
(10 \/ 10). Most be the most entertainment compared to money spent on steam i ever had.

If you like reading a good story where you make the choices for the character this is for you. A great and relaxing rpg
experience.. Don't buy this.
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